ABSTRACT The RNADNA hybrid poly(rA)'poly(dT) can adopt two conformations, depending upon its degree ofhydration. Fibers yield a conventional A' RNA-like pattern at 79% relative humidity. In contrast, under highly solvated conditions this material yields an x-ray diffraction pattern with striking similarities to that ofB DNA and clearly different from the RNA-like diffraction patterns previously obtained from fibers ofother hybrids. A structural model is proposed for the solution form ofthe hybrid that has several similarities to models proposed for B DNA. The hybrid model accommodates the 2'-hydroxyl groups ofthe poly(rA) strand in intrachain hydrogen bonds to the adjacent ribose moieties.
The structure ofRNADNA hybrids is potentially ofmajor functional importance in such processes as transcription and replication. Although hybrids have generally been assumed to be similar to RNA in conformation on the basis ofearlier x-ray fiber diffraction studies (1, 2), we questioned whether hybrids in solution would adopt an RNA-like structure. The structures proposed for hybrids have features typical ofdouble-stranded RNA in fibers (reviewed in ref. 3) . For example, the structures have 11 or 12 base pairs per helical turn, with the base pairs highly tilted and spaced at relatively small intervals along the helix axis. These characteristics are very different from those of DNA in concentrated solutions (4) or in fibers held at high relative humidity (5) . Under such conditions DNA assumes the B form,* which has 10 base pairs per helical turn; the base pairs are essentially untilted and are spaced at relatively large intervals along the helix axis.
The synthetic RNADNA hybrid poly(rA)-poly(dT) has been our major focus. In view of the tendency of the analogous DNADNA complex poly(dA)-poly(dT) to retain a B or "wet DNA" conformation under conditions in which DNA duplexes usually adopt an RNA-like conformation (6, 7) , it seemed possible that the corresponding hybrid might also tend to form a B DNA-like conformation. In fact, in concentrated solution or in fibers at high relative humidity, poly(rA)-poly(dT) does form a structure whose general x-ray diffraction pattern and helical parameters appear to be quite similar to those of B DNA. This observation reopens the question of RNA-DNA hybrid conformation in general and especially under the highly solvated conditions that may be particularly relevant to biological processes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Poly(rA) and poly(dT) (from P-L Biochemicals and Miles, respectively) were each dissolved in 0.01 M Tris HCl, pH 8.0/0.1 mM EDTA, and shaken at room temperature for several minutes with an equal volume ofneutralized redistilled phenol. The remaining steps were at 0-50C. Aqueous phases were dialyzed vs. several changes of 0.01 M sodium phosphate, pH 7.6/1 M NaCl/20 kLM EDTA. For a typical preparation of poly(rA)-poly(dT), 8 tmol (on a nucleotide basis; extinction coefficients from ref. 8) each ofpoly(rA) and ofpoly(dT) were mixed in a total volume of 4 ml of 0.1 M NaCl. The solution was adjusted to pH 8.8 to 9.2 with 1 M NaOH and held overnight to ensure the absence ofthe acid form ofpoly(rA) (9) . Two volumes of cold 95% (vol/vol) ethanol were added; the precipitate was collected by centrifugation, washed three times with 8 ml of 67% ethanol, redissolved in distilled water, and lyophilized.
Fibers were formed at room temperature from lyophilized hybrid dissolved in a small amount of distilled water between two glass supports. Diffraction patterns were collected as described (4), using specimen-to-film distances of 28-33 mm. Wetted samples were prepared as before. Spacings of meridional reflections were determined on short exposures ofan appropriately tilted sample (4).
Molecular models were initially constructed from wire models (5 cm/A). Small changes in atomic positions were made computationally to maintain proper covalent bond angles and distances. Covalent bond angles were maintained within 40 and covalent bond distances were maintained within 0.07 A ofthose in models for B DNA (10) [for the model of the poly(dT) strand] and A RNA (11) [for the model of the poly(rA) strand]. Transforms were calculated as described (12) . RESULTS X-ray Diffraction Patterns. Fibers of poly(rA)-poly(dT) exposed to an intermediate relative humidity (79%) gave a striking crystalline pattern (Fig. LA) similar to that recorded for poly(rI)-poly(dC) (2) and for poly(rI)'poly(rC) (13) . The pattern corresponds to a 12-fold helix (Table 1) .
Such fibers were allowed to take up large amounts of water, either by exposure for several days to an atmosphere at 98% relative humidity or by immersion in an excess of solvent. In both cases, the fibers were contained in a capillary so that swelling was limited to a range in which the molecular orientation in the unswollen fibers was largely retained. Although the diffraction patterns ofthe two types ofsample were similar, the fiber swollen in a humid atmosphere (Fig. 1B) retained some crystallinity, whereas the sample prepared by immersion (Fig. 1C) had a con-* By "B-form DNA" or "B DNA" we mean the DNA structure present in those highly hydrated DNA samples that yield a diffraction pattern distinguished by helical parameters corresponding to 10 residues per turn and a general distribution of diffracted intensities as in ref. 4 . Specific structural proposals such as sugar puckers, base tilts, etc. are considered as attributes of models for this structure.
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The publication costs ofthis article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 from a current model for B DNA (10) set at the helical parameters observed for the wet hybrid samples, but with the base pair shifted 1.2 A further away from the helix axis than in B DNA to relieve cose atomic contacts and to improve the transform. We consider first the conformation of the backbone in the poly(rA) strand. Because ofits 2'-hydroxyl group, this-backbone is more constrained stereochemically than is that ofthe poly(dT) strand. In fact, the C3'-exo or C2'-ndo sugar conformations previously proposed for B DNA models cannot be accommodated in a model for the poly(rA) strand with the assumed helical parameters. Such conformations cause unacceptably close contacts between the 2'-hydroxyl group and the phosphate group. However, the C3'-endo sugar conformation, which is characteristic of polyribonucleotide structures, can be neatly accommodated in a structure with the helical parameters of the wet hybrid. Interestingly, this structure cannot be built forthe slightly more cramped conditions of the B form of natural DNA. This result suggests that minor changes in helical parameters of the hybrid from those of B DNA may be to accommodate an RNA backbone into a B DNA-like helix. The dihedral angles at the glycosidic linkage and along the backbone ofthe poly(rA) strand in the current model are similar to those in current A RNA (11) or A DNA (1) models (Table 2 ). There is a relatively small range of such angles that do not engender unacceptably close atomic contacts. A striking aspect of the model is that in this range of dihedral angles there is a natural tendency to form a hydrogen bondbetweenthe ribose 2ep'* = '-hydroxyl group and the furanose ring oxygen of the adjoining sugar in the same chain (Fig. 2) .
(O-H --O distance and angle are 2.87 A and 1010, respectively.)
There is no structural reason why the poly(dT) strand could not have the same backbone conformation as does the poly(rA) strand. However, the calculated diffraction pattern for a hybrid helix with two C3'-endo backbones (dotted line, Fig. 3) is not in agreement with that observed (heavy bars, Fig. 3 ). Alternatively, a poly(dT) strand with the C3'-exa sugar proposed for B DNA (10) combined with the poly(rA) conformation just described resulted in a model ( Table 3 ) that'had a predicted diffraction pattern (solid lines, Fig. 3 ) fully consistent with the observed pattern (heavy bars, Fig. 3 ).
DISCUSSION
Poly(rA)-poly(dT) provides a detailed example of a RNA-DNA duplex that has the potential to adopt more than one conformation. In this regard, it is similar to many DNA duplexes.
The diffraction patterns of highly solvated fibers of poly(rA)-poly(dT) and ofDNA are clearly similar. The structures in such samples ofthe hybrid and of DNA correspond to 9.7 and 9.9 residues per helical turn ifwe assume a meridional localization for-the reflections with Bragg spacing of3.45 A and 3.34 A, respectively. We propose a model for the solvated hybrid that has important similarities to those proposed for B DNA. In particular, the hybrid model is a 10-fold helix with its base pairs oriented essentially at right angles to the helix axis. The bases have the tilt and twist values of a current model for B DNA but the base pairs are slightly shifted out from the helix axis. The two strands in the model ofthe hybrid have different backbone conformations, neither of which is identical to those proposed for B DNA. The poly(dT) strand has a B DNA type of sugar pucker (C3'-xo) but has altered backbone conformational angles. The poly(rA) strand has a RNA type of sugar pucker (C3'-endo) and backbone conformational angles similar to those in A RNA or A DNA. The computed diffraction of the model accounts well for the observed diffraction pattern. Hence, the model is adequate-but is it unique? The most obvious alternative structure that must be considered is the three-stranded helix, poly(rA)-poly(dT)-poly(dT), which could potentially arise by disproportionation of the two-stranded helix. A number of mixtures of synthetic polynucleotides, including the poly(rA) + poly(dT) system studied here, have been shown by physical-chemical techniques to form three-stranded structures (e.g., refs. 8, [16] [17] [18] . Six examples, which do not include the current system, have been analyzed by diffraction methods, so that their helical parameters are known; all are 11-or 12-fold helices (for references see ref. 19 ). In particular, the DNA analogue of the hybrid under study here, poly(dA)poly(dT)-poly(dT), forms a 12-fold helix with an-axial rise per residue of3.26 A (6) . Extensive solution studies of the various RNA, DNA, and hybrid systems indicate that the tendency to go from a two-stranded to a three-stranded form is favored as the ionic strength ofthe medium-increases (8, (16) (17) (18) . The critical ionic strength varies with the polymers involved. For the current system, poly(rA) + poly(dT), Riley et aL (8) polymers in the stoichiometric ratios appropriate for the threestranded complex were held at salt concentrations between 0.1 and 5 M NaCl. Fibers formed from such samples [or by the procedure described to isolate poly(dA)-poly(dT)-poly(dT) (6)] uniformly gave the crystalline diffraction pattern ofthe 12-fold helix shown in Fig. 1A . When such fibers were swollen by immersion in a variety of solvents (0-5 M NaCl; 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8) invariably the diffraction pattern resembled the B DNAlike pattern in which the ionic strength had been maintained at an extremely low level. It might be argued that the very high polymer and counterion concentrations implicit in forming fibers create a milieu equivalent to that formed at high salt concentrations, so that three-stranded complexes might be favored. However, in related systems in which both two-and threestranded complexes have been demonstrated [e.g., poly(dA) + poly(dT) (6) or poly(rA) + poly(rU) (20, 21) ], simply employing low concentrations of added salt yielded fibers with the twostranded structures. We conclude that the diffraction pattern from solvated poly(rA)'poly(dT) is not a result of disproportionation to a three-stranded structure.
Is the proposed hybrid structure unique to poly(rA)-poly(dT)? There is particular reason to suspect this hybrid might exhibit a Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 78 (1981) There is little evidence from the literature to indicate that hybrids have the potential to adopt other than RNA-like conformations. An important observation in this regard was made by Gray and Ratliff (22) . They demonstrated that the circular dichroism spectra of two synthetic hybrids, poly(rA-rC)-poly(dGdT) and poly(dA-dC)-poly(rG-rU), were different both from each other and from the circular dichroism spectra ofthe corresponding DNA-DNA and RNARNA duplexes. Upon addition of 60-80% ethanol, the circular dichroism spectra ofboth hybrids and of the DNADNA duplex approached the spectrum of the RNA-RNA duplex, which did not change. They concluded that hybrids are not restricted to RNA-like conformations in the absence of ethanol. A laser Raman study of poly(rA)-poly(dT) solutions was not inconsistent with the present model (23) . A band associated with RNA conformations was noted, while another band (795 cm-1) may represent a contribution from a non-RNA conformation. The region of the spectrum most clearly associated with the B conformation (835 cm-) was not sufficiently resolved to be evaluated.
On the other hand, there are a number of studies, including two diffraction analyses, which indicate that RNA.DNA hybrids can adopt RNA-like conformations. The diffraction pattern of poly(rI)-poly(dC) (at 75% relative humidity) is very similar to that of poly(rA)-poly(dT) (Fig. LA) at a similar humidity value; this pattern was interpreted as a 12-fold helix of basically an RNA-like conformation (2) . In a diffraction study ofa DNARNA hybrid of mixed sequence, Milman et al. (1) obtained A form (RNA-like) patterns between 33% and 92% relative humidity. With both materials used in these diffraction studies, it is possible that an increase in the relative humidity or salt concentration ofthe fibers might have allowed such hybrids to adopt conformations other than the A or A' conformations that were observed. The optical rotatory dispersion spectrum of the hybrid studied by Milman et al was shown by Tunis and Hearst (24) to be relatively RNA-like, indicating that the RNA-like conformation of a mixed sequence hybrid might be retained in solution. Recently, Selsing et al. (25) have made model duplexes by annealing (rC)11-(dC)16 with poly(dG). These duplexes were designed to contain a short length ofhybrid covalently joined to a short length of DNA-like duplex. The NMR spectrum of the complex is consistent with the presence of similar amounts of duplex in the A and B forms. This interpretation, ofcourse, suggests that hybrids of such base sequence are present in an RNA conformation in solution. Unfortunately, comparable studies with other sequences are not available.
Overall, the evidence for the generality ofa non-RNA type of conformation for RNADNA hybrids or RNA-RNA duplexes is incomplete at this point. It is consistent with the hypothesis that such a conformation is adopted only by hybrids possessing certain kinds of specific sequences, whereas other kinds of sequences may adopt a RNA-like conformation. There is an analogy in DNA duplexes, in which poly(dA)-poly(dT) does not adopt an A conformation under conditions in which natural DNA and certain other restricted sequence DNAs do adopt the A form.
Finally, we briefly consider. some implications of our model for hybrid sequences. First, hybrid duplexes are joined to DNA duplexes at sites of initiation of DNA replication. A model has been proposed (26) for such a junction, assuming an A conformation for the hybrid and a B conformation for the DNA. This difference in conformations resulted in a striking structural discontinuity in the model at the juncture. In contrast, where hybrids adopt a B DNA-like conformation as proposed here, such a discontinuity would not occur. Second, the extra stability associated with RNA duplexes relative to DNA duplexes (9, 17) may be related to intrachain hydrogen bonds of the type proposed for the poly(rA). strand of the current model, in accord with earlier suggestions (27, 28) . Last, it seems likely that the secondary structure ofhybrid duplexes will turn out to have important functional consequences in transcription and replication. The ability of hybrids to adopt multiple conformations offers a potential means ofcontrol ofsuoh processes.
